is a comprehensive supplier of heating and ventilation solutions with sales activities in Europe, but also in such distant export markets as Japan, US, China and New Zealand. The brands belonging to Vasco Group are: Vasco, Brugman and Superia. Vasco is a leading producer of designer radiators, ventilation, underfloor heating and cooling and is market leader in bathroom radiators in the Benelux countries. Brugman and Superia are high-quality brands for panel radiators and belong to the absolute top in their segment. Vasco Group develops and manufactures products and solutions for a comfortable indoor climate. This is achieved by focusing strongly on the individual needs of the end customer. The quest for alternative materials, innovative designs and pioneering production processes has already earned Vasco numerous international awards and prizes.

The headquarters of Vasco Group is established in Dilsen (Belgium). The 4 production plants are located in Tubbergen (Netherlands), Zedelgem (Belgium), Dilsen (Belgium) and Legnica (Poland). Vasco Group has around 650 employees and belongs to the Vaessen Industries group of companies.

Whoever talks about atmosphere and comfort is also talking about „warmth“. Nowhere is comfort more fervently desired, aesthetics so intensely experienced and quality of life felt in its purest form as in the bathroom, where Vasco bathroom radiators increase the wellness feeling with smart, effective solutions and accessories. These accessories are carefully conceived and efficiently integrated into the design. Drying and stacking racks, towel rails and hooks form a homogeneous whole with the design.
STEEL RADIATOR NIVA SOFT WHITE FINE TEXTURE
ACCESSORY MULTI+ ANTHRACITE JANUARY

ALUMINIUM RADIATOR ONI O-NP WHITE FINE TEXTURE
ACCESSORY MULTI+ WHITE FINE TEXTURE

A LITTLE BIT OF DESIGN WITH A BIG IMPACT

Multi+ is Vasco’s latest comfort accessory. It can be combined with virtually every vertical radiator of Vasco. You fasten it to the wall, to the left or right of the radiator and at just the desired height. The Multi+ is composed of a specially-designed element equipped with invisible suspension hooks on the front that at the same time serve as a support surface for favourite things and as a towel rail.

ALUMINIUM RADIATOR ONI O-NP SAND
ACCESSORY MULTI+ WHITE FINE TEXTURE
STEEL RADIATOR CARRÉ PLUS PIGEON BLUE
ACCESSORY MULTI+ ANTHRACITE JANUARY

Authentic, inspiring and effective.
The Multi+ fits in every interior. Thanks to the invisible attachments, the accessory appears to ‘float’ on the radiator. Available in three standard colours, White Fine Texture (S600), Jet Black (RAL 9005) and Anthracite January (M301), but if desired it can be in the radiator colour (if ordered together).
The architectural towel accessories of Vasco exude a sense of calm and sobriety. These geometrical forms are reduced to their essence. And because they are interchangeable, they immediately give new life to every radiator. Available in White Fine Texture (S600), Jet Black (RAL 9005) and Anthracite January (M301).
Towel rails for every radiator, for every room

Steel radiator Viola light beige accessory towel rail chrome

Panel radiator Flat-V-Line white fine texture accessory towel rail chrome
Vasco bathroom radiators increase the wellness feeling in the bathroom with smart, effective solutions and accessories. Even the smallest details are designed to achieve optimal comfort and a beautiful, timeless look. Connections and fastening systems are carefully conceived and efficiently integrated into the design. And drying and stacking racks, towel rails and hooks also form a homogeneous whole with the design.
Copper colour is a universal trend that Vasco is happy to join with its accessories.

Bathroom, kitchen and table accessories in copper bronze colours contribute to the warmth and the impact of your interior.

And so does this towel rail. A practical accessory that gives your designer radiator a unique look and feel. Contemporary, trendy and timeless.

STEEL RADIATOR NIVA SOFT ORANGE BROWN
ACCESSORY TOWEL RAIL COPPER

ALUMINIUM RADIATOR ALU-ZEN PLATINA GREY
ACCESSORY TOWEL RAIL ALUMINIUM
The Vasco bathroom radiators Iris, Muhu, Prado and Agave are delivered standard with a high-quality folding drying and stacking rack in chrome. The rack can be fastened to the radiator at any height. Vasco towel accessories are of the highest quality. They have a 2-year warranty period in combination with Vasco radiators.